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MAIN PROBLEMS ON THE SPOT

FLOODED HOMES MARITIME INVASION AREA AREA 
WITHOUT UTILITIESThe most important seaport of Colombia sends abroad 60% of all their internal trade, is located in Bue-

naventura  (Valle del Cauca)  and  currently  has informal settlements in areas of high flood risk which 
highlights  environmental  issues  and  urban structure promote pollution, overcrowding, and violence 
and insecurity. 
It was designed with the idea of rescuing the social aspect and the environment within the sustainable 
concept of island recycling, taking into account mitigating environmental risks, implementing mangro-
ves, efficient drainage systems, and self-sustainable buildings that teaches its inhabitants a conservation 
culture with accessible construction methods and concepts of building Palafitica to a stiffened structural 
scale, enriching production spaces, work and rest in the most vulnerable areas to improve their quality 
of life and preserving its virtues as a place of Colombia with great power natural, cultural and trade 
which requires public and private support for its development.
Urban solution:
Mangrove Park
CreCreate a ring of natural protection to the island and thinking about risk management, using the man-
grove flood and tsunamis, to support biodiversity, and establishing it as a public space, creating the mari-
time edge as levee, and freeing the approximation of the craft workers to their production spaces and ne-
cessary work in their way of life. the idea is that from there begins to formally densify housing and other 
necessary uses inward to create a compact island. Mangrove Park define a new vial intervention for 
public mobility inside and particular, and that would be the axis that mark the beginning of the park and 
waterfront, solving aspects of vehicular traffic to pedestrian and cycle routes in regard to environmental 
support and determined less pollution, preventing the progressive expansion and invasive sea, and esta-
blishing a safe island, becoming a theme park, which according to the trends of the area and its uses, the 
type of public space is defined that the approach to area that borders the park needed.
Architectural part matrix:
container housing module
The  design  is  defined  by  creating  a  housing module that incorporates the concept of sustainability, 
using  better  land  use,  and  establishing a more formal settlement and disappearing overcrowding to 
which its inhabitants are subject, parent homes so that they serve as an example of future development 
of the island. 
SSustainable housing creates large economic part but with a good sense of strength, functionality and aes-
thetics, using and proclaiming a recycling culture, starting with getting wasted containers at the port to 
overhaul them as a family dwelling, and set on a formal structure and minimizing typical construction 
time of housing, solves the sense of readjustment, and creates a bond that would help establish landsca-
ping port, and its consistency in the production and use of local materials possible.
The  module  housing  is  defined  on four floors, with a fixed point in the middle as access, on the first 
floor  free  work  areas  and public spaces are arranged, and in the following two modules housing flats 
on  either  side  by  floor, using two 40 'containers feet per module, placing the containers along (12mt) 
establishing connections in the middle of the module providing four spaces to the exterior walls in the 
wide  part  of  the  containers,  one  with  visual  always  towards  mangroves and the sea, and the other 
towards  the  interior  of  the  island.  The first container has a living room and kitchen, and the second 
has two bedhas two bedrooms and a bathroom. As for the building resistant system, it consists of two main rectan-
gular columns and stow in left center for pipes, light plates supporting specific basis mooring and hou-
sing  modules  in  containers. All this is based on the idea of letting pass the tsunami (the strong waves 
and winds) as quickly as possible, with efficient drainage aid having as mangroves, instead of trying to 
just  endure  it,  this  vulnerability  is mitigated by the site of buildings in the shortest distance, and the 
provision of permanent spaces to an upper floor
The module set on their covers solar panels to generate power to support housing, and its slope rainwa-
ter  collected  in tanks located at the top of the building to continue the habit and obtained from the in-
habitants, such reuse water.
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